
What was already in your school improvement plan? What events and
activities on your school calendar can be conducted virtually?

(additional parent surveys, PBIS shift, virtual office hours for parents,
google phone #s for teachers, student activities to include
virtual music classes, science fair, Career Day, Math Night)

CREATING NORMALCY AND NEXT STEPS

How do you prepare for and adjust to a transition into the
unforeseen reality of education today? During this time of
uncertainty and pandemic, the world is making an unprecedented
shift. Professionals in every industry are tasked with finding ways to
reach clientele. That statement is true also of education. Public
school education professionals have found themselves in a position
that required a rapid shift in instructional delivery, transitioning
from traditional face-to-face instruction to some format of virtual
instruction.  
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BEGIN THE SHIFT WITH THESE QUICK TIPS

 

DISCOVERY

Asynchronous versus synchronous learning structures
Teaching platforms
Lesson design and activities
Educational software and free online resources
Equity in remote learning
How to prepare for next school year

THINGS TO CONSIDER

Leadership team discussed teacher preparation, resources, and
timelines
Conducted staff meeting with full staff to share plan and offer
guidance 
Created virtual lesson plan template (rationale)
Staff continually surveyed student households for technology
and internet accessibility                                  
Continually conducted virtual meetings to guide staff
Leadership conducts virtual classroom walk-throughs to
provide teachers support

We did not panic, but thought strategically about our student
needs (school improvement is even more important). 

WHAT HAVE WE DONE?

This is what we discovered. Not all virtual instruction is
structured the same. Many educators are faced with the reality
that virtual instruction for students has not been ideal in many
public school scenarios and not at all what we envisioned and
have come to know.  Equity of resources, “know how”, and
structures have become more relevant, as educators have to
develop ways to teach and engage students. Preparation is
everything even in this time of so many “what-ifs”.  Your
ability to critically think and problem-solve is now put to the
test.


